BEFORE THE NEW MEXICO STATE ENGINEER
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CATRON COUNTY BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS'
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
COMES NOW the Catron County Board of County Comrnissioners (the Board),

by

and

thlough undersigned counsel of record, and hereby submits its Reply in Support of Motion for
Summary Judgment. This reply responds to the Applicant's Response to Catron Comtty Motion

for Suntmary Judgntent; Applicant's Consolidated

Response

in Opposition to the ELC

Protestants' Motionfor Stmtntary Judgntent; Water Rights Division's (WRD) Response to

Catron County Board of County Commissioners' Motionfor Sr.tmntmy Judgment; and

[4/ater

Rights Diviston's Response to the NMELC Protestants' Motionfor Surumary Jttdgruent.
The Board's Motion for Summary Judgment laises the question whether the Application,
on its face, meets the statutoly requirements set folth

in 572-12-3.ANMSA. There is no factual

dispute as to the actual contents of the Application, which includes a number of Attachments.

The question of whether the Application meets the requirements of $72-12- .A is a mattel'of iaw
that can be decided based on a motion for summary judgment. The Applicant has not met

its

burden of ploving that the Application meets the statutory requirements and the Application
should be dismissed.

In tliis Reply, the Board addresses specific responses by both the Applicant and the WRD
to the Board's Motion for Summary Judgment and also addresses the Applicant's and WRD's

responses to

NMELC's Motion for Summary Judgment in regard to the statutory lequirements

for beneficial use and place ofuse.

I.

The Board does not rely on the Catron County Resolution, the public rvelfare
solely of Catron County, or conservation of water solely within Catron
County as the basis for dismissing the Application.

In responding to tlie Motion for Sumrnaly Judgment, the Applicant argues that the

Motion should be denied because the Board is lelying on its Resolution, which is attached

to the

Motion, to seek dismissal of the Application. (Applicant's Response at 1-2,4-5). This is
incorrect and misstates the basis for the Motion. The pulpose of the discussion of the County's
Resolution was to highlight the Board's vested intelest in protecting the quantity and quality

of

water resources within the County and the fact that the Board has some veiy real concerns about
the Application as it plesently stands. The Motion certainly did not limit "the public and

conservation criteria to just Catlon County's public welfare." (Id.). The Motion states that the
consideration of a facially flawed application "would be contrary to sound public policy

and

to

the conservation of water within Catron County and the State of New Mexico." (Board's Motion
at 2-3 (emphasis added)).

The Resolution, which is only discussed in the first paragraph of the introductory section
and then briefly mentioned in the section on public poiicy, is not the legal basis for the Board,s

Motion. (Id. at 1-2, 10). Instead, the Motion is based on the Applicant's continued

failur.e

comply with the provisions of $72-12-3.A NMSA, which sets forth the requirements for

to

an

application to appropriate groundwater for beneficial use. (Id. at 5). Specifically, the Application

fails to identifu, with any specificity, an actual end-user for the water or a specific, actual place
of use for the water, as required by $72-12-3.A(2) and (6). It is the position of Catron County
that, rather than demonstrating an actual beneficial use for 54,000 acrc-feet of water annually,

the Applicant is attempting to use the OSE application process to tie-up and then market

a

vast

quantity of groundwater located within Catlon County. If successftil, the Applicant apparently
intends to export the groundwater to other places, as yet unknown, to locations, also unknown,

within the Rio Grande basin. As will be addressed below, the Applicant, in its lesponse to the
two pending summary judgment rnotions, has not demonstrated that the Application is in
compliance with the statutory requilements for an application for a permit to appropriate
groundwatel fol beneficial use.

II.

The Water Code does not guarantee the Applicant a hearing on the merits of
the Application simply because the OSE staff has accepted the Application.

Relying on $72-2-16 NMSA and Detinger v. Tu'ney, the Applicant claims that "once
the application has been accepted for publication by the Office of the State Engineer," the

applicant "is entitled to an evidentiary healing." (Applicant's Response at 3). The Applicant
misinterprets the statutory provisions and the holding in Deruinger, arrd incorrectly represents the

position of the Board.
572-2-16 states that "[t]he state engineer may order that a hearing be held before the state

engineel enters a decision. acts or refuses to act. If, without holding a hearing, the state engineer
enters a decision, acts or refuses to act, any pelson aggrieved by the decision, act or refusalto act

is entitled to a hearing if a request for hearing is made within thirty days after receipt by certified

rnail of the notice of the decision, act ol refusal to act." (Emphasis added). The Board

agrees

that $72-2-16 provides a party one hearing, eithel before or after the State Engineer takes final

action. In this case, it is within the authority of the Healing Examiner to hold

a hearing on the

pending motions for summary judgment. The Board does not dispute that. In fact, the Hearing
Examiner has set a hearing for December 13, 2017. At the healing the various Parties will
allowed to present their arguments in supporl of and opposed to the granting of summary

be

jtrdgment. The hearing will meet the requirement of $72-2-i 6 fol providing a hear.ing prioL to

a

decision by the State Engineer as to the issues laised by the motions for summary judgrnent.
572-2-16 does not guarantee a hearing on the merits of an application simply because the

application has been accepted for publication, as the Applicant argues. If that were true, then no
protestant would ever be able to challenge the adequacy of an application, including whether the

application, on its face, tneets the applicable statutoly requirernents. Motions for dismissaland
summary judgrnent would never be allowed, which is sirnply not the case. The fir-st sentence

of

572-2-1,6 states that the State Engineer "pg4y order that a healing be held" prior to his entering a

decision. 572-2-16 does not guatantee any party, whether the applicant ol a protestant,

the Light

to a hearing prior to a decision by the State Engineer, much less gualantee the applicant

a hearing

on the melits of the application.

In Deruinger, the case relied on by the Applicant, the Court of Appeals stated "[i]n
administrative proceedings of the type at issue in this case, the language of the statute does not
guarantee either party a right to a hearing befole the state engineer entels a decision...Instead,

Section 72-2-16 creates a statutory riglrt to a hearing only if two pre-conditions are satisfied: (1)

apafiy must be aggdeved,

and

Q) the state engineer must.have entered an advelse decision

withoutapriorhearing." Derringerv. Turney,200i-NMCA-a75,nlZ,l3l N.M.40. Theonly
time a hearing is lequiled under 572-2-16 is if the State Engineer "enters a decision, acts or
tefuses to act" without first holding a hearing. A liearing held under.
572-2-l6,either before or
after the decision, addresses the basis for the State Engineer's final decision, whether that be a

motion to dismiss, a motion for summary judgment, on the merits, or on some other basis.
The holdingin Derringer is consistent with both $72-2-16 and 572-12-3(F), which srates
that

"if

the state engineer is of the opinion that a permit should not be issued, the state engineer

may deny the application without a hearing or, before he acts on the application, rtay ordeLthat

a

lrearing be held." If the State Engineer denies a permit undet' 572-12-3(F) without a heating,
then an applicant, as an aggrieved pafiy, would have the right to request a hearing under 572-216 and

would be granted a hearing as long

III.

as the other requitements

of the statute are met.

The Applicant failed to respond to the Board's Statement of Material Facts
and, as such, the Facts are deemed admitted by the Applicant-

In response to a Motion for Summary Judgment, the opposing pady's lesponse "sltall
contain a concise statement of the material facts as to which the party contends a genuine issue
does exist. Each fact

in dispute shall be numbered, shall refer with particularity to those portions

of the record upon which the opposing party relies, and shall state the number of the moving

parly's fact that is disputed. All rnatelial facts set forth in the statement of the tnoving party shall
be deemed admitted unless specifically controvefted." Rule 1-056.D(2) NMRA.

In responding to the Board's Motion for Summary Judgment, the Applicant did not
respond to the Board's Statement of Material Facts. By failing to respond, the Applicant admits

that 1) the Application does not identifu an actual place or places of use (SMF tf5); 2) the
Application does not identiff any specific municipal or cotnmercial sales and does not identify
any specific places of use (SMF

117;

3) the Application does not identify with any specificitythe

beneficial use to which the water wiil be applied as requiled by $72-12-3.A(2) NMSA (SMF

fll i); a) the Application

does not

identifi with any specificity the place of the use for which the

water is desired 572-t2-3.A(2) NMSA (SMF fll2); 5) the Application on its face does not meet
the requirements for an application to appropriate groundwater for beneficial use, as set forth in

572-t2-3.A NMSA (SMF fli3).

IV.

The Water Rights Division did not meet its burden to show that there are
material facts in dispute that prevent the granting of summary judgment.

The response by WRD includes specific responses to the Board's Statement of MateLial

Facts. For the sake of clarity, references to "the Application" includes the information included
on the application foun and in the attactunents to the foun. The basic response by WRD

"den[y] tliat the Application is not sufficiently specific to be considered complete for

to

is

purposes

of

analysis by the State Engineer" or that the particular statement of fact is not rnaterial. However,

the WRD does not point to any factual disputes as to the infoulation that is actually contained in
the Application. There is no factual dispute about what the Application states regarding the

beneficial use, the place of use, and the possible end usels of the water. What is in dispute

is

whether the Application, including the information provided in the attachments, is legally

sufficient to meet the statutory requirements for an application to appropriate grotrndwater

set

forth in 972-12-3.A.
Rather than identifying a dispute over material facts, WRD's responses go to the legal

question of the sufficiency of the infonnation prnvided by the Applicant. This is exactly

the

of legal question that is appropliately answered thlough suminary judgment motions. Rule

type

1-

056.4 states that "[t]he judgment sought shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions,
answers to intellogatories and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, showthat
there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the rnoving party is entitled to a

judgrnent as a matter of law." It is appropriate to determine, tlilough a motion for summary

judgment, whether the Application, on its face and as a matter of law, rneets the lequilements

of

572-12-3.A.

Although the WRD claims that the Application plovides sufficient information, in its
response to

NMELC Protestants' Motion for Summary Judgrnent, the WRD acknowledges that

there are problems with tlie cument Application. (Water Rights Division's Response to the

NMELC Protestants' Motion for Summary Judgment at2-3). The WRD identifies thlee things
that should be included "in applications such as this...the applicant should state whether 1)the
applicant will be the party to place the water to beneficial use, or'2) the applicant has a specific
plan to deliver a specific quantity of water to each identified entity that will place the watetto
beneficial use, and 3) that the applicant can and will place the water to beneficial use." (/d).

Tlie basis for the Board's Motion is that this information is required undet' 572-12-3.A

and the

infonlation is not included in the Augustin Plains Ranch Application.

V.

The Applicant and the Water Rights Division have not demonstrated that the
Application meets the requirements of $72-12-3.4.

In responding to the Board's position legarding the information required to be in

an

application submitted pursuant to Section 72-12-3.A,both the Applicant and the WRD referto
and incotporate their responses to the New Mexico Enviromnental Law Center (I\iMELC)

Motion for Summary Judgrnent. This Reply is directed to those arguments.
The question of the sufficiency of the Application urust begin with the understanding that

"[i]n

order for the OSE to authorize diversion and appropriation of water, the OSE must follow

statutory procedures

."

Carangelo v. Albuquerque-Bern Cnty Water Utilily Afihority,2014-

NMCA-Q32,fl79,320 P.3d 492. The statute "creates a procedure by which proposed
r.eviewed in specific ways and for specific putposes."

Id.

actions are

The Applicant must disclose

.,sufficient information to plovide notice to interested parlies and to allow the determination of

likely impairment of others' watel rights by any contemplated changes." Id.
The proposed use, at the outset, "must comply with statutes that set out the folm for

applications or notice of its content." Id. atll21. The applicant has "the burden to fulfill the
statutor.y requirements

fol completing

an adequate application of notice of intent to diverl..'The

OSE must ascettain whether the statutoly lequirements are tnet." Id.

at22. Compliance ofan

application is detennined based on the specific requirements of the applicable statutes. /d
Section 72-12-3.A is "pafi of a fi'arnework that requires an applicant to describe the pr.oposed
actions in detail, including the source and proposed dispositiol of the water to beneficial
tlre potential effects of the ploposed actions on other water users.,, Id.

use

and

atlp}.

Both the Applicant and WRD argue that, once an application is accepted by the OSE a1d
notice of the application is provided, the sufficiency of the application carurot be questioned. In
othel words, the decision to accept an application by the OSE staff proves that the application
laeets the statutory requirements and any fur1her challenge is not allowed. That position is not
supported by Carangelo. The determination of whethel the Application meets the statutory

requirements is not based on the acceptance of the application by the staff, no matter how much
discussion thele has been between the applicant and the staffol how many revisions have been

made. The detennination as to whether the Application meets the statutory requirements
legal conclusion that must be based on the specific language of $72-12-3.4 compared to

is a
the

content of the Application. There is nothing in the statute that prevents pr-otestants fiorn

questioning tlre sufficiency of an application based on g7Z-12-3.A.
The Applicant claims tliat it is the position of the Protestants, including the NMELC
Protestants and the Board, "that an application must contain all of the information necessary to

prove that it should be granted. That cannot be true." (Response to NMELC at
is tlrat the Application must include tlie information set forth

l).

What is true

in 572-12-3.Aand it is the Board,s

position that the Application, in regard to beneficial use and the place of use, does not meet the
statutory requirements.

The Applicant claims tliat simply stating in the application that water will be used for

municipal pulposes by any one of six municipalities and fol comtnercial sales along the loute of
a 140 mile pipeline meets the requirement to "designate the beneficial use to which the water

will be applied." (Applicant's

Response to

NMELC Motion at 18). The Applicant also clairns

that identifying the place of use as being somewhele within seven counties "situated within the
geographic boundaries of the Rio Grande Basin" somehow meets the lequirement to "designate
the place of the use for which the watel is desiled." (Id. at 21). The Applicant claims that,
because the boundaries of the seven counties and of the Rio Grande Basin can be identified on a

map, and because it identified six rnunicipalities as possible usels, along with unidentified
customers along a 140 mile pipeline, that is it has provided sufficient inforrnation legarding the
place ofuse.

Although the Applicant insists that it intends to "put the flill amount of applied-forwater
to beneficial use within a reasonable time," the fact is that the Applicant does not have one user

for the 54,000 acre feet of water that it intends to appropriate. Not one of the six municipalities
has indicated that

it intends to

use the water, let alone agreed to the use

of a certain amount of the

water. Not one comrnercial user has provided any indication of an interest in using the water. In
fact, the Application does not even identify any commercial users. There is no information about
how much watel a parlicular municipality or commercial user is likely to put to beneficial

use

ol

the iocation of such use. This is basic information that needs to be provided in any applicationThe generalized and non-specific statements legalding beneficial use, end-users, and places of
use provided by the
as

Applicant, regardless of how many pages it includes, is so genelal and broad

to be meaningless in trying to understand how much water will be used by what pelsons

entities in what particular places.

or

"A watet'peunit provides the autholity to pursue a watel right specific to a place and
beneficial use." Carangelo, 2074-NMCA-032,

'1f31 (ernphasis

added). Rather than identifying

a

specific place and specific beneficial use-i.e. municipality X intends to put Y AF of waterper
annum to beneficial use by diverting it at location Z,the Applicant proposes to fir'st find

out

how

much water is available liydrologically, and then go find its users. It is clear that the Applicant

will not be putting the water to beneficial

use and yet the Applicant claims that

it is not required

to identify exactly who will be doing so, how much will be used and where it will be used. This
turns the very concept of priol applopriation, beneficial use, and the application process

on its

head.

The Applicant cites to Mathers v. Texaco, lnc.,1966-NMSC-226,17 N.M. 239, to

suppoit the proposition that it need not identify either a specific location ol a specific user

of

the

vast amount of water that it is seeking to appropriate. However, the facts in Mather are not
analogous and the case does not support the Applicant's position. In Mathers,Texaco, as the

applicant, "expressly specified the pafiicular use for which the water is to be appropriated

and

the precise lands to which the sarne is to be applied to accomplish the plllpose of such use."

1966-NMSC-226,18.7. Texaco sought to appropriate 350 AF per year "for the purpose of

flooding 1,360 actes of oil-bearing founation in a producing oil field." Id.

at\L Unlike the

Applicant, Texaco provided specific infor:rnation about the "particular use" and "precise lands"
on which the water was to be used. There is nothing in the holding in Mathers that supports the

Applicant's clairn that it does not have to provide specific information about the specific
beneficial use in tenns of who will be using the water and how much will be used, and the place

ofuse.

10

Nor does Albrtqtrcrque Land & Irrigation Co. v. Gtiierrez, 1 900-NMS C-077 , supporl the
Applicant's position that it need not provide infolmation about the location and usels of

the

water. In that case, the question was whethel irrigation companies had the light of erninent
domain for land needed to build ditches and canals. It does not stand fol the proposition that an
applicant can appl'opriate large quantities of water and then, at some time in the fitture, find the
users for the water, as the Applicant proposes to do.

Contlary to the statem.ents made by the Applicant in Section D of the ltesponse,

the

Board is not arguing that the groundwater should never be appropriated. Nor is the Board

claiming that the water is not available to be moved fi'om one location to another'. What the
Board is claiming is that the Application must meet the specific statutot'y requirements. As to
the public policy argurnent, it is the position of the Board that it is contt'ary to public policyto let
a

flawed application proceed only to have it later ovefiurned after the expenditure of large

arnounts of time and money by all involved. Consideling the vely lat'ge amount of water that is

involved, and the very substantial protests that have been made, it is irnperative that the
Application, at the outset, include sufficient infolmation so that ali the Parties involved
understand exactly what is being proposed, including who

water

will actually

be used, and where it

will

will

be using the water, how much

be used. This is the basic information needed to

comply with $72-l 2-3.A- There is no autholity that allows the State Engineer to accept an
application that does not meet the specific lequilements of $72-12-3.4 based on the assurance
the Applicant that rnore details and infounation

will

of

be coming at some point in the

administrative process.

As discussed above, an application to appropr-iate gtoundwater, no matter the quantity of
The
water to be put to beneficial use, must meet the specific requirements of $72- 1 2-3 -A-

11

Applicant, with the current Application, simply has not met its burden of proving that the
lequirements have been met.

VI.

Two-Stage Hearing Process

The Applicant makes much of the fact that the Board raised questions legarding

the

proposed two-stage hear-ing process. The Boald is not arguing that aphased apploach cannever
be used. The concern in this case is that the OSE should not be holding a liearing on the

hydlology until the Applicant rneets the statutory requirernents for

a per.'.nit. The Board also

raised the issue because the way in which the two-stage hearing is proposed demonstrates that
the Applicant does not have any specific persons, companies, municipalities or other users that

intend to put the water to beneficial use. As already discussed above, instead of identifying
specific users who will put a specific amount of water in a specific place to beneficial use, the

Applicant has provided broad and generalized infonnation about both beneficial use and place of
use. Once it is determined, in the first phase, how much water is available for appropriation, the
Applicant will go and find those users and, presumably, during the second stage of the process,

will provide all of rnissing infonnation

as

to beneficial use and place of use. The Applicanthas

not provided any statutory authority for such a process, particularly in light of the specific
language of $72-12-3.A.

VII.

Conclusion

The Applicant, rather than providing an application that includes the required infoimation

regarding beneficial use and place of use, is ploposing to use the State Engineer application
pt'ocess to fir'st

find out how much water is available and obtain

a decision by the State Engineer

on that issue, and then to use that information to market its water rights in the hope of finding
users

for 54,000 acre feet of watel annually. Thele is no precedent for this approach.

12

It is within the authority of the State Engineer to decide whether the Application

meets

the statutory requirernents. In regard to the plevious Augustin Plains Application, the State

Engineer found that the application did not meet the statutory requirements because it did not

"identify

a pulpose

of use at any one location with sufficient specificity to allow for reasonable

evaluation of whether the ploposed appropliation would impair existing rights or would

not

be

contrary to the conservation of water within the state or would not be detlirnental to the public

welfale of the state." (Exhibit

1

to NMELC Motion for Summary Judgment, Order Denying

Application,llS). The State Engineel also found that the prior Application was deficient
it failed to identifr which of tlie listed municipalities would actually

because

use the water to be

appropriate d,. (Id. at tltf l 5- 16). The State Engineer found that "[c]onsideration of an application

that lacks specificity of purpose of the use of water ol specificity as to the actual end-user would
be contrary to sound public

policy." (Id. atfl2l). The District Court, on appeal, upheld

these

findings.
While the Applicant has made some changes to the Application, the fact remains

that

the

cun'ent Application suffels fiorn the same problems as the priol one- the failure to identify the

specific place of use, the specific end-users, and the amount that a particular end-user will put to
beneficial use. The WRD, while opposing the two pending motions for summary judgment,
agrees that an applicant such as Augustin Plains Ranch should "have a specific plan to deliver a

specific quantity of water to each identified entity that will place the water to beneficial use."

(WRD Response to NMELC at}-3). It is undisputed that the Applicant does not have such a
plan and the Application does not include this inforrnation. The Application does not meetthe
statutory requirements for a complete application and it should be denied.
WHEREFORE, the Board requests that the Application be dismissed in its entirety.
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Respectfu

lly subrnitted,

Lorraine Hollingsworlh, EsqY.
320 Gold Ave SW, Suite 1000
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87102
s0s-883-62s0
pdomenici@domenicilaw.com
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